
Shep is a wonderful senior 

(approx. 9 years of age) boy. He is 

neutered, microchipped, current 

on vaccines, heartworm negative 

and on monthly prevention. In 

2011, Shep and his partner, Zoey, 

were taken in by a local rescue 

after being turned in to a nearby 

shelter. The rescue was unsure 

but guessed their ages at the 

time to be between 18 mos.-2 

yrs.of age. Since the group that rescued Shep and Zoey have no 

facility, we have provided free housing and their daily care from the 

start. Attempts to adopt them out as a bonded pair (which they truly 

were) were unsuccessful. In December, 2016 we requested and were 

given custody of both Shep and Zoey by the previous rescue. Zoey 

was adopted into a wonderful home in January, 2017. We were 

concerned how he would do after Zoey left, but he is great! He is as 

energetic and loving as he's always been. He is very good with 

children that know how to be around dogs (no ear pulling,eye gouging, 

or jumping on a dog's back, etc). He must be the only pet in the home 

since he doesn't like cats--and possibly other small animals-- and 

doesn't get along with other dogs. His longtime partner, Zoey, was 

the only exception to that rule. Due to his size we prefer any 

children in the home be over the age of 10 for safety's sake. Shep 

does not trust men and is fearful of them. He becomes very stressed 

and agitated. We don't know what in his past may have caused this 

fear, but his longtime partner, Zoey, has exhibited the same fear of 



any men coming into her new home. Luckily, her adopter is a very 

kind, patient lady. So, it looks like our boy Shep needs to be a ladies' 

man to be truly happy. Plus, a yard that has a physical, not invisible, 

fence for his safety. He is just a sweetie. There is an adoption fee 

of $150.00. Apply to adopt this wonderful boy today (We find that 

we must limit our adoption area to between 1 and 1 1/2 hours 

from Troy, Ohio.) 

EMAIL:   weloveourguys2018@yahoo.com. 

 
 

CALL  Marci ROBINSON  at   (937) 266-5539 

or Cindy Brown at (937) 214-0276 
 


